Colinton Primary School - P5 Home learning grid – Monday 15th – Friday 19th June
*Tweet pictures of your home learning achievements #ConnectingColinton #ColintonStars*

Literacy

Numeracy & Maths

Reading – read a book of your own choice for at least 15 minutes every
day. Write a review of the best book you have read during Home
Learning and, if you can, put it on the school twitter page for others to
read.

Division with remainders
This week we are going to practise division calculations using the ‘bus stop’
method. We did this in school earlier this year – more practice now will help us
all feel more confident. Watch this youtube clip – paying particular attention to
what happens to the remainder at each stage of the calculation.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FApcjdAhnrY
Then complete the tasks on the Division Calculations grid on the class page.

Listening and Talking - The Sun – look at the grid
on the class page for literacy activities linked to
the Summer Solstice which is coming up soon.

Writing – If you have not already done so - write a letter to tell me about
the things you have been doing during this time at home – then take a
walk along to the school and pop you letter in the post box. I look forward
to hearing about your activities.

Symmetry :The school maths focus is on symmetry and angles. Watch this clip to remind
yourself about symmetry.
https://open.online.clickview.co.uk/libraries/categories/26205208/videos/4991116/introd
ucing-symmetry
1.Do what the film suggests and go outside and look for symmetry. You can either
enjoy just looking or record your findings by drawing or taking a photograph.
2.Here are some symmetrical drawings just waiting to be finished. You can either
copy the designs into your jotter or, if you have a printer, you can print them out
and then finish.

file:///D:/UserData/1185621/Downloads/t-n-1281-symmetry-activity-sheet_ver_3.pdf
IDL – Let’s get outdoors! (but stay safe!)
Health & Wellbeing
Stay active - Have you tried yoga? Check out Cosmic yoga on Youtube There is a new Outdoor Learning grid on the class page. Some of the
activities are the same as before but there are also some new ideas.
or try the sun salutation noted on the literacy grid about the sun.
Choose some activities to complete – remember you can do the same
How are you all? Even though the weather has not been
activity more than once! Always check with an adult before you go
outside – many of the activities can be done with your family.
so warm this week I hope you have still been getting out
and about. I wonder if you have spotted any baby
French – try to learn the song mentioned on the literacy
animals? I have seen cygnets, ducklings and a fox cub
grid about the sun.
and Benjamin told he had seen a baby magpie in his
Challenge yourself to use some of the French weather
garden! Look carefully – what can you see this week?
phrases that you know to describe the weather to
Mrs Anderson
someone in your family each day.
Remember to always complete tasks to a class standard – your work
should be neat and well presented.
“NB: Guidance, activities and ideas to support learning will be uploaded on our website for children who are also part of a ‘Launch Pad’ Group.”

All questions and queries should be directed to: admin@colinton.edin.sch.uk

Times Tables
Maths skills
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This week…
I was delighted to read Jeanne’s Grace
Darling diary.
I was thrilled with Benjamin’s Lighthouse
word list.
Lewis F cooked some delicious cupcakes.
I loved Stella’s acrostic poem about
resilience.
Looking forward to seeing more of your
learning on Twitter or by email next week!

Send a letter!
The post box will be at the
school gate each day - you
can post letters to me to let
me know how you are getting
on with your learning. I’d love
to hear from you and know
what you have been doing and
the things which you are
enjoying during your home
learning.

